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Health &
Welfare

Scientists develop genomic selection
tool to boost farmed cod production

19 December 2022
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

Genomic selection tool for farmed cod can contribute to
‘more e�cient seafood production’

Scientists have developed a genomic selection tool that makes it possible to lift cod breeding from
family selection to individual selection – thereby increasing genetic gain.

“We have now tailored a genomic tool for cod – that is, we can breed based on the good traits of
individuals,” said Anne Kettunen, a scientist at food research institute No�ma. “The tool is openly
available and well-timed seeing that cod farming is on the rise again. It can contribute to more e�cient
seafood production.”

No�ma’s cod breeding program currently uses family selection based on relationships (i.e., they breed
from siblings of cod that have been tested for selected traits and passed). But siblings can be very
different, despite them having an average of 50 percent of the gene variants in common. These
differences are the starting point for the new “SNP panel” (single nucleotide polymorphism) tool.

A cod can have signi�cantly more or less than 50 percent in common with its siblings, just like humans.
So-called genomic tools now allow cod breeding programs to consider that siblings inherit different
gene variants from their parents.

(https://www.globalseafood.org)
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(http://penverproducts.com)

“In the same way that DNA samples from traces and suspects are compared in criminal cases, we can
compare cod and calculate how related they are,” said Luqman Aslam, No�ma senior scientist. “We can
then select siblings with the closest relationship to the cod that did best in the test to become parents.
We then move from family breeding to individual breeding, including those traits that cannot be
measured on the breeding candidate itself. This type of selection is called genomic selection.”

The scientists have used the Norwegian population of farmed cod and wild cod to create this SNP
panel. The work has involved �nding variations in the Norwegian cod population genome. This
information is in the SNP panel, with a total of 21,000 markers.

The scientists can now use the SNP panel to �nd QTLs (Quantitative Trait Loci). These are areas in the
genome that strongly in�uence the traits one is interested in improving in cod breeding.

A SNP panel can be seen in the background, which scientists Anne Kettunen and Luqman Aslam can
use to breed better farmed cod. Photo by Joe Urrutia/No�ma.
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“We have found QTL for growth. We can also use the SNP panel to �nd QTLs for different health traits
and sexual maturation,” said Kettunen.

The SNP panel is useful for industry because it provides a more accurate selection. QTLs can be found
in cod and can reduce the use of trial �sh. It’s possible to genotype one’s own cod to calculate
relationships between �sh or look for bene�cial gene variants.

“You don’t become a good carpenter simply by buying a good hammer,” said Kettunen. “To bene�t from
the tool, you need expertise and good material in the population to breed from.”

Read more about the tool here. (https://no�ma.com/results/advances-in-cod-genetics/)
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